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Introduction
One of the most obvious aspects of our world is injustice. Formation of communities’ are based on
inequality and polarization. Therefore a systematic oppression and submission is institutionalized in
such societies and engulfed human being on this planet. Without a doubt elimination of oppression
and guiding the society toward justice is an ethical obligation and humanitarian act. Social justice is
an accepted concept in every society and all religions. If social formation is based on social justice,
societies will become liberated from cruelty and will be guided toward seeking justice and pivotal
justice.
“The International Association of Justice Watch” is an independent entity which is established by
groups of academics, social activists, lawyers and supporters of justice. The goal is to fight against
manifestations and examples of oppression and discrimination. The goal of this institution, which was
established in January 2013, is to form guidance and coherence for volunteers, activists, people and
nongovernmental bodies.
International Association of Justice Watch’s future vision is focused on the main groups, such as revolutionary characters and scholars, who can be effective in people’s awareness about seeking justice
and pivotal justice. The main goal of International Association of Justice Watch is to train managers,
effective coaches, and to observe and notify the indicators of justice on society and on international
level. By educating, researching, preforming operational activities, advertising, notifying, and producing cultural productions, we will become one of the most effective organizations in all internal and
international dimensions.
International Association of Justice Watch, in line with its targets, after March 2019 Flood, started researching on aid operations in damaged regions, and assistance to flood victims in critical conditions
in State of Lorestan, by organizing field operations and visiting the region. The research estimated
that from %100 damage in all sectors in the whole Lorestan State, %70 was related to the city of Poledokhtar. The main flood damage, was mostly on infrastructure, civil and agricultural parts. Therefore
the priority of our activities was related to this situation and focused on this city.
The variety of extensive damages effected educational infrastructure, such as destruction of schools
which was in coincidence with the beginning of academic year after the New Year’s vacation. International Association of Justice Watch focused its activities on improving education, and helping the
victims, who were affected by serious mental crisis, especially students, in the city of Poledokhtar and
villages of Chammehr and Chamgaz.
These activities were formed by the establishment of “AMAJ Help Foundation”, and organized jihadi
groups, such as headquarter of experts and other help organizations in the flood crisis center of Poledokhtar, from mid-April until the beginning of October.
AMAJ Foundation, at the next step, recalled all volunteers, and started the second phase of activities,
including civil activities in flooded area, and mud removal from schools according to its priority.
The third phase of this project started from Jun 5th until September 25th, 2019, during 6 trips and total
of 45 working days, 240 volunteers from AMAJ “educational and social foundation” provided educational and social services to the students in flooded areas in the Chamgaz and Chammehr villages
in the city of Poledokhtar. 8 Groups of education, healthcare, psychology, sport, creativity and skill
learning, beautification, support and Media provided these services.
We hope that these minor activities and short steps, be effective in the line of reaching to our goals.
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Help activities for flood victims

 Lorestan flood in 2019
 A survey of the situation at destroyed villages in the city of Poledokhtar
According to meteorological organization announcement, in March 25th, 2019, a precipitation
process of heavy rainfall entered Iran from north and west. Following the flood through the Lorestan State, and the cities of Khoramabad, Mamolan, Kohdasht, Poledokhtar, Noorabbad, Visian
and Dorood. The first precipitation process of heavy rainfall was from 25th to 29th of March, and
the second was from 31 of March to 2 of April, which caused flood and destruction in the cities
of Lorestan State. At March 25th, the city of Poledokhtar had the maximum 108 mm of heavy
rainfall, which caused river flooding. In the second precipitation process of heavy rainfall, damages like landslide and submerge was reported at some parts of Dorood, Khorramabad, Mamolan
and Poledokhtar. It has been said that, among the damaged cities, Poledokhtar with %70 damage
had the highest level of destruction in civil, agriculture and infrastructure areas. According to the
reports, Lorestan State had 444 damaged school in need of aid, which 112 of them were totally
destroyed. According to this survey, the villages like Babazeyd, Chammehr and Chamgaz had
the most destruction in all the regions. The geographical location of these three villages in Poledokhtar city are such that Babazeyd village is located on the entrance of the city, so it was noteworthy to other volunteer groups. Accordingly AMAJ help foundation was focused on the two
villages of Chamgaz and Chammehr. Therefore villages of Chamgaz with %20 and Chammehr
with more than %90 destruction were the target villages for AMAJ educational-social activities.
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Flood remaining in Poledokhtar

When mud gets dry ...…
The village of Chammehr, home to more than 500 families, is located where the two rivers of
Kashcan and Simre meet, 20 km down the city of Poledokhtar. As other villages, the iron bridge of
Chammehr was the first thing that was washed away on the path of the flood.
Chammehr is one of the largest villages in Lorestan State, in the central part of Poledokhtar province on the bank of the Kashkan River. Since rivers in Lorestan meets and enter the river of Simre,
the most flood destruction occurs at this point. This village was buried under mud with %90 destruction.
Chamgaz and Chamgerdab are located on the way to Chammehr. In Chamgaz, homes are ruined
mostly at the southern part of the village, but according to what the residents said, in the rest of the
village, even though water has entered the homes, they are not destroyed.
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Flood images in Poldakhtar
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First phase:
Formation of the Help Foundation
Survey and approval of infrastructural activities
By experts and officials of the foundation
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 Foundation process from decision making to execution
Immediately after the flood in the western states of Iran, help foundation was established, and
proceedings was done. Emergency meetings were held in central office, and the Help and Assessment team was dispatched to the region in crisis to do the primary identification and assessment
of flood damages. Also in order to coordinate the necessary actions, our dispatched team was in
contact with other active groups in the flooded area, to get detailed statistics. Most attention was
payed to flood damages in schools, and educational centers regarding to proximity of the reopening
of schools for the new academic year. In the first phase, the damaged schools were cleaned and
prepared. The second phase was about education and social activities. In 6 sessions, coordination
meetings with relevant authorities were held for speeding up the activities:
Dr. Ahmadzade, Special representative of minister of education in flood crisis
Mr. Dadman, Deputy of Islamic Development Organization
Mr. Attaran, Coordinator secretary of education services for flood victims in Lorestan
Mr. Dehnavi, Special assistant to the head of Islamic advertising organization
Dr. Bazrpash, Chairman of the board of Barcat foundation
Mr. Faragi, Manager of Youth Social Movement Organization
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Description of foundation activities according to structural process
 Establishing and organizing the Help foundation

AMAJ
Educational and social help
foundation

Central office

Foundation core

 Structure definition of decision makers and executives

Technical Group of
volunteers and backups
Group of expert
volunteers
Central office

Foundation core
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 The process from decision making to execution
Foundation brain storming
Room
Holding 400 hours of sessions with
Experts in order to program and
target Voluntary tri ps

Recall and recruitment of needed
Experts among vo lunteers

decision making and
announcement to the main office
programing and execution
in the main office bythe
establishment of coordination foundation
leading 6 vo luntarytri ps with the
companionshi p of about 240 people to
The flooded villages in Lorestan State

Organizing and arranging people’s aids
To the related sections in order to
Send them to schools and students

 Foundation activities about requirement assessment of the targeted villages
Holding emergency session in the main office and immediate dispatch of the assessment team to the flooded regions
Early identification and assessment of the flood damage
Holding session with other foundations,based in the flooded areas in order to have the exact coordination and
programing
Assessing the announced reports and statistics about the damage of educational centers and schools effected by
flood
Dispatching groups in order to clear and to prepare the damaged schools
Dispatching experts in order to educate students and to resolve educational failures which was emerged from the
flood
Holding coordinated sessions with related authorities in order to speed up the activities
Holding session with active organizations and charities in educational areas for school renovations

Attending quests related to schools effected by flood,such as sessions organized by school builders’charitywith the
topic of survey and collection of people’s donation for school renovations effected by flood
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 Establishing “S like school” Quest
In line with activities related to school renovations, since the targeted villages are among the
poorest in Lorestan State, and even in the country, The International Association of Justice
Watch arranged coordination sessions with organizations and active charities with educational
background, like Islamic Development Organization, Youth Social Movement, Union of Islamic Student Association, Basij Development Organization, Art charity, School Builder Benefit
Assembly, Hami charity, Literacy Movement Organization, etc. These sessions were held in
order to eliminate educational and social deprivation in the flooded areas. In addition, by attending these sessions, which were related to the activities for flood destructed schools, including
“S like school” conference, donations were collected for school renovation in flooded region.
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Formation of the Help Foundation for flood victims
AMAJ educational and social help foundation get started…
Immediately after flood in some of the States in Iran, in spring of 2019, help headquarter of
International Association of Justice Watch was formed, and AMAJ educational and social
help foundation was started.
Services were delivered in three phases, from April 5th to September 25th, 2019, and a total
of 51 inner sessions, for 400 hr. time was held for volunteers.
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Pictures of the meetings of the target headquarters

Second phase:
Mud removal and schools clearing
Mud removal activities and improvement the
conditions of flood victims
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 Mud removal operation and civil improvement activities
Immediately after flood in April 2019, emergency sessions were held in the main office. Second
phase of help activities including mud removal, and schools civil improvements started. In this
phase which was from April 4th until May 5th, the mud from 4 schools: Martyr Kazemi, Martyr
Kaeedi, Zeynabie and Shahed, in the city of Poledokhtar, with an approximate area of 5000 sq.
m. and volume of 500 truck load of mud, was removed. Intact and usable equipment was cleaned,
repaired and returned to schools. Mud removal activities were done by 110 volunteers: 10 volunteers from AMAJ foundation, a group of 60 persons from Youth Social Movement, 20 persons
from Martyr Hojaje Jihadist group from Esfahan, and 20 persons from Tehran Meraj Jihadist
group. It should be noted that, in order to remove the mud from targeted schools, equipment like
loader, bobcat, rake, sludge, air compressor and water jets were used. Also by them, the intact
equipment of schools were cleaned and were delivered to schools to be used again.

Started from April 4th until May
5th, the mud from 4 schools of Martyr Kazemi, Martyr Kaeedi, Zeynabie and Shahed in the city of Poledokhtar with an approximate area of
5000 sq. m. and Volume of 500 truck
load of mud was removed. Intact
and usable equipment was cleaned,
repaired and returned to schools.
Mud removal activities were done by
110 volunteers, 10 volunteers from
AMAJ foundation, a group of 60 persons from Youth Social Movement,
20 persons from Martyr Hojaje Jihadist group from Esfahan, and 20
persons from Tehran Meraj Jihadist
group.
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Displaying images of schools and clearing equipment

Third phase:
Educational and social help
Social and educational help activities
Offering services to the flood victims
and eliminating the deprivation
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 The necessity of forming the Foundation and expert workgroups
One of the most destructive natural disasters known to Man is flood, and if a region is without
the necessary infrastructures to cope with it, destructive effects in different areas will remain for a
long time. Without any doubt if necessary infrastructures and correct management exist during a
natural disasters like flood, the consequences and effects especially from the social point of view,
would be limited and can be controlled easily, otherwise destructive effects will be multiplied.
Flood can have negative effects on many components of the society such as environment, economic, politics and culture. But maybe the most important one is the social damage which in
the long term, will definitely effect economy, politics and culture. Losing people, destruction of
homes, migration, marginalization, sickness outbreaks, fear, despair, loss of identity in people
and work forces, shutting down the educational centers and schools are the most important negative social effects of flood. Sadly, despite the advances, science and technology could not overcome the damages done by natural disasters and its social consequences, which are the biggest
problems for human societies.
Therefore, organizing help foundations with psychotherapy and social point of view, is essential.
When natural disasters happen, showing sympathy, help and empowerment the victims, to bring
back the feeling of natural daily life to the region are the least that can be done .
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 Reduce discomfort and damage priority check
When natural disasters happen, it is essential to reduce and prevent the psychological complications. Strengthening the social skills is very important. After natural disasters, fear, dismay,
stunned and helplessness must be reduced, and efforts have to be done in order to calm the
people down.
In the early hours after flood, volunteers participated in the help activities. Though distributing
donations reduce emotional disorders and create psychological balance, after that, remaining
people encounter with reality, and they notice the profoundness of damages. What is necessary
in this situation is the significance of psychological support. In this phase, creating a spirit of
hope and confidence, and paying attention to fair distribution of goods is very important. Psychological effects are the natural reactions to a natural disasters. In these kinds of unexpected
events, the main objectives of a social – psychological support is to empower the victims. Lack
of proper intervention to psychological reactions, create crisis of common disorders such as
post-traumatic stress, complicated mourning, depression, and anxiety disorders in victims.
Studying of all sociological and psychological issues, lead AMAJ Help Foundation to take proper action and form 8 following workgroups:
`` Physical and mental health workgroup
`` Media workgroup
`` Educational workgroup
`` Healthcare workgroup
`` Civil and beautification workgroup
`` Entertainment and joy workgroup
`` Creativity and skill learning workgroup
`` Support workgroup

On what follows, you will see the reports, descriptions, and pictures of the activities done by
AMAJ Help Foundation:
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 AMAJ Help Foundation approaches and establishing target groups
People’s daily life in villages was effected by flood and they were in critical conditions meeting
their basic needs. Education system in schools was also out of order. Reports stated that schools
could not finish the final sections of educational books, and that most of the times presentations
was not desirable. AMAJ educational and social volunteer team’s activities were based on these
reports, which was focusing special attention to the students and revitalization of schools and
educational centers. From Jun 5th, to September 25th, 2019 the assessment team provided the
needed help in the region.
Volunteers were recalled to the office of International Association of Justice Watch in order to
form the workgroups and to justify their responsibilities. Volunteer activities was included 6
trips and total 45 days of work in the region. During these trips 6 medical doctors, 18 nurses
and assistants, 18 reporters and photographers, 137 teachers, 30 psychologists, and 15 civil and
landscape technicians were dispatched to the region. Their activities were related to flood demolitions, mostly working in areas that were damaged by flood, and assistance to flood victims.
Reports says in these trips, total of 550 persons were benefited from educational and social
workgroups, 174 persons had psychology and consulting, 196 persons received health care, 169
persons received education, 200 persons learned new skills, and 131 persons received amusement services.
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 Function of physical and mental health workgroup
 Special mental health activities for parents and students
Unlike what the public believes, and what is reflected on the media, natural disasters like flood,
more than devastated homes and cities, has irreparable effects on the victims mental health, that
is mostly ignored and less noticed. The recent flood, washed away sweet dreams of many of our
countrymen along their homes. Though with government and people’s aid, homes will be rebuilt,
and cities and villages will flourish again, but for the flood victims, mental support and depression
care, has a deeper effect, therefore it has to be supported. Without any doubt, these injuries will
be identify and resolved by sociologists, social scientists and psychologists help. Dispatching
psychologists to the region in order to take care of citizen’s mental health, particularly for women,
children and the elderly against economic and social damages, will boost the morale and social
strength.
After finishing infrastructure measures, AMAJ educational and social Help Foundation, formed
a physical and mental health workgroup. Experts were dispatched to the region and appropriate
actions were taken.
This workgroup started its work by early screening of victims. Psychological dilemma examinations was done in the villages of Chamgaz and Chammehr, located in the flooded state of Lorestan. After analyzing the collected information from screened victims, due to the posttraumatic
stress injuries among parents, physical and mental health workgroup, decided to be more focused
on students and their parents. 30 psychologist and expert volunteers started group therapy classes
and individual counseling sessions on different aspects.
Eliminating deprivation is the main target at International Association of Justice Watch. Given the
fact that the targeted villages were the most deprived ones in the State of Lorestan even before the
flood, some actions were done in this area as well. After early screening, group therapy classes
were held for teenager’s group. The youth psychology workgroup also did aptitude researches for
job and academic advices were given. After doing psychological tests on children, physical and
mental health workgroup started to work on problems like lack of confidence, inability to communicate effectively, and lack of proportional growth. The activities of this workgroup included play
therapy, therapeutic tales and also individual treatments, in order to reduce the mental damage
among child victims.

 Physical and mental health activities for child victims
`` Running the painting tests (dummy, tree, home and family) in order to understand

children›s mental activities

`` Telling therapeutic tales, targeted at mental quotations, fear effusions, anxieties, feel-

ing outflows and teaching physical and mental health

`` Play therapy by making handiworks, like building macaroni structures, playing with

sand and Play-Doh in psychological games

`` Play therapy on the riverbank in order to enhance the naturalistic intelligence and five

senses, by painting stones
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`` Respiratory Muscle Training with various games
`` Fortifying concentration and coordination of hands and eyes with group or individual

games

`` Teaching the skill of saying “no” to children by performing role play
`` Teaching private body parts in order to prevent sexual assaults
`` Group therapy with the subject of “alternative behavior” skill training
`` Play therapy focused on increasing the visual, verbal and interpersonal intelligence
`` Group activities focused on social intelligence by performing pantomime
`` Improve creativity trainings
`` Teaching children to overcome the superiority complex and to recognize and control

their emotions

`` Clinical examination of learning disabilities and concentration weakness
`` Telling therapeutic tales to children, focusing on the acceptance of death of the loved

ones, and the increasement of self-esteem

 Mental disorders according to the screening
`` Lack of confidence
`` Lack of effective communication
`` Reduced intellectual development due to the environmental poverty

 Physical and mental health activities for teen victims
`` Early screening in order to understand teen’s mental activities
`` Group therapy about mental quotations, and stress outflows after flood
`` Group therapy about the relation between boys and girls in the stage of adolescence
`` Group therapy about self-knowledge
`` Individual education counseling
`` Holding question-and-Answer sessions about the field of psychology
`` Self-confidence education (talking about poor appearance, learning self-love, self-re-

``
``

``
``
``

ward, strength and weakness acceptance, talking about body language related to a
self-confident person)
Teaching private body parts in order to prevent sexual assaults
Teaching anger management by telling the difference between anger and violence,
mental, physical, and behavioral symptoms during anger, the main anger reduction
techniques, explaining the four types of communication behavior: aggressive, assertive, passive and passive-aggressive
Teaching to strengthen the relations with friends by being a listener, having empathy,
secrecy, and talking about problems instead of huffing
Organizing the workshop for teens about job and academic aptitude
Organizing the workshop for teens about healthy study and successful study
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`` Organizing the workshop about anger management for teens
`` Organizing group therapy sessions for teens about effective communication, competi-

tion, comparison, perceive and attendance in group activities

 Physical and mental health activities for adult victims
`` Early screening of women
`` Personal consultation
`` Couple therapy
`` Group therapy for women about effective relationships, doing free talks in order

``
``
``
``
``

``
``
``
``
``

to find symptoms of depression, anxiety, stress, post-traumatic stress, annoying
thoughts management, parenting and self-analysis
Organizing treatment sessions for individuals and families
Talking about cultural and cognitive restrictions
Teaching the basics of optimism and pessimism characteristic types
Creativity and its importance in life
Teaching the social skill of being a listener (eye contact, proper reflection, pay attention to details, honest attention), how to empathize properly, not to mock, not to
blame and other not’s
Recognizing the differences between extraversion and introversion characteristic
types
How to take care of children from any possible sexual assault
Teaching Cyber Parenting
Teaching not to blaming kids when they have problems
Giving solutions about managing the damages (talking to people about occurred
damages, focusing on the parts we can change in life, not focusing on the unchangeable parts, using the social support systems)

 Group therapy
`` Women’s group therapy focused on anxiety and depressive outflows after flood
`` Women’s group therapy about increasing concentration, concentration practice, re-

``
``
``
``
``
``
``
``

laxation, starting the online workshop, programing interviews, running the MMPL
test and following the personal treatment process
Couple therapy workshop
Performing measurement tests about attention, concentration and learning disorders
Performing clinical interviews with women
Organizing individual psychotherapy sessions
Teaching technics to keep the body calm
Getting to know the human existence dimensions (thoughts, behaviors, feelings and
physiology)
Doing the survey of verbal problems (sound practices)
Performing clinical interviews with adults and organizing sessions about effective
relationships for women
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Psycho logy workgroup
After taking infrastructure actions, AMAJ educational and social Help Foundation, formed a
physical and mental health workgroup including 30 consultants and psychologist volunteers,
who delivered services to 110 persons.
The activities of physical and mental health workgroup was divided into following topics: Individual counseling, Social education for kids, teens and adults, Psychological survey and tests,
Pathology and teaching different approaches to mental injuries.
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Eliminating deprivation is the main target at International Association of Justice Watch.
Given the fact that the targeted villages were the most deprived ones in the State of Lorestan
even before the flood, some actions were done in this area as well. Such as therapeutic tales
and also individual treatments, in order to reduce the mental damage among child victims.

Pictures of the Psychology workgroup

